
 Evaluation 2nd Subproject – „Similarities in differences”

The report is based on a survey conducted by Soros Educational Center Foundation, 
The report aims at providing valid feedback and information on the development of 
the 2nd subproject “Similarities in differences”.
In order to obtain the information requested, anonymous questionnaires have been 
distributed to students shortly after the implementation of the subproject.
The questionnaire comprised 9 questions.
In total, 11 questionnaires have been collected. 

1. In your opinion, the classes were: 

a) Interesting, but there was nothing I learned.

b) Interesting and I will remember them, because the topics discussed there made me think 
about some issues.

c) Boring.

Comments of students :
2 of the students asked marked a) 

8 of the students asked marked b) 

1 of the students asked marked c)

2. What did you learn during the classes?

Comments of students :
“in general  people in their thinking  have as starting point their own experiences, 
without considering the “other””
„That I can train myself to change my point of view (a problem can be seen from different points 
of view)”

„Before making a decision it is wise to be open towards the others.”

„To express my opinion in Romanian language, using expressions like „după parerea mea”, 
„opinia mea”

„we should be more open minded to notice „things” around us”

„I practiced my writing skills in Romanian”

„We have to take into consideration other people’s opinion when deciding on something”



„I should be more empathetic and concerned of people around me”

3. Did you improve your language skills? If yes, which skills? (you can mark more 
than one)

a) speaking  
b) writing
c) listening
d) reading     or
e) vocabulary

2 of the students asked marked a) 

6 of the students asked marked b) 

1 of the students asked marked c)

1 of the students asked marked d)

4 of the students asked marked e) 

4. What did you like most during the classes? What could have been better?

brain compatible learning

non-linear learning

Comments of students:
„We could learn new things without focusing too much an the language issues”

„The exersizes used were helping me a lot, I haven’t even noticed that I „learn””

„The teacher’s methods made me be more involved and more active, without getting bored”

„I learned about interesting things such as: being empathetic, being mindful, etc.”  

„I didn’t understand the teacher’s point of view”

„The athmosphere was relaxed, we – students – were more implicated”

„We learned the language but focusing on „real” things from life”

„I was able to be more attentive” 

„The main topic was special and interesting”



„I practised the language without getting bored”

5. After having had the classes, which of the followings is true about you?

a) I try to handle situations with empathy before claiming that I am right.

b) I don’t try to handle situations with empathy before claiming that I am right.

6 of the students asked marked a) 

3 of the students asked marked b)

2 of the students asked marked -

6. In the past few days were there situations in which you consciously tried to pay attention 
to others?

Comments of students:
„My rommates were listening to some music which I didn’t like, but I haven’t said anything”

„My brother wanted to watch TV and I was listening to music. I turned down the music and I let 
him watch TV”

„yes, when I had to amke a decision related to my relationship”

„I had an argument with my parents ... I tried to understand their point of view, I realized that 
they were right as well so I tried to adapt mine...”

„No, there weren’t any”

„I was empathetic with my firend who had problems with his friends”

„My brother got scolded...I tried to put myself in his place so I could understand his feelings”

„My friends drew my attention that I was not acting fairly (related to a certain isuue); first I was 
not listening them but after I realized that they might be right. So it was still time for me to 
change my attitude  „

7. What was your special input on developing and acting in this project (active 
learning /learning by doing/ learning by experience)? 

Comments of students:



“ I participated in class debates”
“I was able to express and reason my own opinions about issues during the class”
“ I produced my own writing on the topic given” 
“ I contributed to the podcasts elaboration”
“I explained my point of view related to the teacher’s questions”
“I wrote an essay for the “Ending of a story”
“I described a happening related to my life when I was empathetic with people around me”

8. Define “empathy”!

Comments of students:

“When we try to imagine the situation of another person and we try to understand his/her 
actions and feelings”
“When you care about other people as well and not only of you”
“Trying to understand other person’s perspective without judging them or without agreeing”
“When you put yourself into another person’s situation”
“The ability to really listen to other persons and understand their attitude.”

9. Do you consider any connection between being empathetic and being socially 
responsible? If yes, please explain.

Comments of students:

“Both abilities could help for solving problems in peaceful ways”
“One should be empathetic and socially responsible in order  to be able to value diversity” 
 “Somebody needs to be empathetic in order to become socially responsible”
“Both are positive human values, meaning concern for others in the society”
“Empathy is a component of social responsibility”


